2022 IMPACT SNAPSHOT

346 girls served
15,545 hours of service

LEAD participants achieved success increasing their Awareness, Leadership, Perspective and Goal Setting abilities:

- 90% of girls feel that they have a number of good qualities
- 8 in 10 girls want to help improve their community
- 93.3% feel grateful for the life they have
- 96.7% are being promoted to the next grade level

LEAD GIRLS DIVERSITY
96% BIPOC

- African American 76%
- Hispanic 15%
- Two Races 5%
- White 4%

Read the full impact report online at leadgirls.org/2022impact
JOIN THE LEADHer Circle

The LEADHer Circle recognizes those who provide a solid foundation for our young LEADers.

This year we are introducing a fresh concept for the LEADHer Circle to honor donors who sustain our programs at all levels.

Members include individuals who:

- Make annual gifts totaling $1,000 and above
- and/or set up a monthly recurring gift
- and/or have given in at least 4 of the past 5 years

Donors of $50 and up outside of the LEADHer Circle will be recognized in the annual Impact Report.

Do you have a question about the LEADHer Circle?
Email hello@leadgirls.org